Patrick can expertly help you recover
from cancer.
Book his consultation here.
If you do not suffer from Cancer check this page.

Cancer - I’m Healing, Thank God, MLS
Supplements
Hello. My name is Katherine, today is a special day for me, I've been suffering from
cancer 3 years, it all started with left breast cancer, I had my surgery and
chemotherapy and radiotherapy was given as well. At 6 months, the cancer had
metastasised into the neck and right axilla. Again, I did chemotherapy and
radiotherapy, which did not help. Three months later the doctor tells me that I still
have cancer cells. This time he said that he could only can give a mild chemo and
that I would live only about three years. I know from the start all the doctors were
wrong, but I will not go into this topic., began my search with the help of my mother,
with a firm commitment to get MLS Supplements in my life. I have been taking MLS
Supplements, a little over six weeks, and today I hear from the nurse whom I have
known for so long going to the hospital told me that do not appear to have malignant
cells in the ganglia of the neck or armpit, I have even in the mediastinum, but on a
scale of 1 to 10 is a good news 4. This and intuitive as my body has experienced,
inflammation, plurito, redness, and blemishes. I'M HEALING, thank God, MLS
Supplements, go ahead, I still have some way to go, but GOD ACCOMPANYING
ME.

Colon Cancer - Thanks To God And MLS
Supplements He Is Fine Right Now.
Name: Lucia
My name is Lucia. My sister's husband was diagnosed with Colon Cancer last year
and thanks to God and MLS Supplements he is fine right now. And he is so grateful
that he wants to be part of this blessing and pass it to many more. How can they do
it? They are in Cali, Colombia ,South America.Thank you for your attention.

Breast Cancer That Has Spread To Your Bones,
Hips, Spine, And Lung
Delwyn was originally diagnosed with breast cancer at the age of just 26. It quickly
spread to her bones, hips, spine and lung. Her liver was in bad shape also.Four
weeks ago she was confined to bed, had to urinate in a glass bottle, and weighed
only 45 kg.On October 3rd 2007 was a black day for the family. She had not eaten
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for 3 days and her doctor met with the family and said they needed to make a
decision as to whether to pull the feed tubes out of her or not. She had 2 - 3 week to
live. In emergency hospital, the family had arranged her funeral and cemetery plot
she started on the MLS Supplements and 10 days later the cancer markers
continued to increase but her strength and energy started to return. She was
walking and even drove a short distance around the paddock at her parents Park.It
is now November 1st 2007 and her cancer markers are on the way down, falling
even 40 points in the past week and still falling (Measuring her CA.15-3 scores).
She is driving better than she was 6 months ago, She has no pain, is able to dress
herself, her kidneys and liver are in better condition. Is now sleeping and walking
better than 4 months ago.Her Doctor saw her last week and simply could not believe
how well she looked. She has no pain and has reduced all of her medications.
Delwyn and her family acknowledge God’s leading and provision of her treatment
and the timing of it all at deaths door. Yes, it is early days but she is 6 months ahead
of where she was just 4-5 weeks ago. Delwyn has a good diet of vegetable juices,
berries and raw foods which help enormously in keeping her body alkaline as well
as nourishing her cells to re-build stronger and healthier **. There is no doubt that
the MLS Supplements in this case has been foundational in cleansing the body of
pathogens, mold, fungus, viruses and bacteria that have been so prolific and
allowing the cancer to grow and spread. ** She practices the 8 natural health laws:
Nutrient, Exercise, Water, Sunshine, Temperance, Air, Rest and Trust in GodHelen
(Delwyn's Mum) Warrigal Victoria. GP

Breast Tumor, Diabetes
We had another woman from Macedonia that had her tumor treated with Miracle
Supplememts. It reduced significantly in 3 weeks and was diagnosed as having “no
cancer” cells left in her breast tumor! We are just waiting for the tumor to dissolve
completely. Note: She is also diabetic and injecting insulin 4 times daily. Now, she is
down to 2 doses a day and her blood sugar is fine! We are backing her off slowly
and expect to have her off all insulin in a month!!

Colon Cancer - Alive And Kicking
cancer liver cancer stage 4 colon cancer lungs
Name: Katherine
Hi Everyone,this is my first writing. I am 34 with a young family loving husband. I
was diagnosed with 4th stage colon metastasized 2 days before christmas. this
year. wow... what a surprise... we have been using MLS Supplements to help native
tribes in Asia for over ten years so we were familiar with the benefits but when the
cancer comes to your front door it is definitely a surprise. So we began with MLS
Supplements1 6 drops every hr and then added MLS Supplements2 the 3rd week
every two hours. since my lungs and liver has been affected im breathing 1 drop
three times a day. i am also doing the enemas each evening. i am trying to add all
the protocols as i am able. I have been able to take up to 50 drops of MLS
Supplements 1 each day and MLS Supplements 2 5 times a day. I was given a few
months to live and no cure. as soon as i took the MLS Supplements i started feeling
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better. I opted against taking chemo and radiation although they did operate and
take out my female organs. which i wish i had not done but cant look back. I am
alive and kicking. thanks Bless you all with all your health issues as MLS
Supplements is our my daily miracle... so far so good will keep you posted...
katherine

They Told Me 6 Months To Live
Dear Rev. Mark, It has been a long time since I have contacted you, l believe you
may have a brother I used to contact too. I have been using MLS Supplements for
about 10 years, diagnosed with 6 months to live from cancer, MLS Supplements and
I am still her 8 years later. Barbara

Diagnosed With Colon Cancer
My sister’s husband was diagnosed with colon cancer last year, and thanks to God
and MLS Supplements he is fine right now. He is so grateful that he wants to be part
of this blessing and pass it to many more. —L.B., USA

Cancer And Herpes Gone
Hello guys,I have been using the sacraments for almost a year. I don't have any
major issues just wanted to do a general cleanse. I turned my cousin onto it since he
did have some major issues. Never went to doctor but had a tumor on his tongue
that looked like cancer. He has been on MLS Supplements for about 6 months now
and tumor has almost disappeared. He also had herpes and has not had an
outbreak for months. I tried to order another bulk MLS Supplements since I have a
huge family but can only get single MLS Supplements. I have turned quite a few
people onto the MLS Supplements and am down to my last set of bottles. I am a
bible believer and am a brother in Christ as well as a member of the g2church and
love to help people with their health. Thank you for all you do, and we know the
outcome of this world and know God will protect his people. Keep up the good work.

Bone Marrow Cancer
One of my family friends has bone marrow cancer and before Thanksgiving he was
told he would not see Christmas. He started MLS Supplements [around]
Thanksgiving and he has gained his strength back to go out and do things with his
sons. He has told me his blood work is improving rapidly—he isn't telling the doctors
what he is taking but he is not gray anymore!" - Kim

The Cancer Is Almost Gone From My Mom's
Body!
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"I was told 4 weeks ago my mother had months to live with stage 4 uterine cancer…
Four doctors told me that my Mom was a goner and it was just a matter of time.
After taking MLS Supplements1 and MLS Supplements2 for almost a month… the
cancer is almost gone from my mom's body! The doctors and surgeons said it was a
miracle and did not know how to respond. They were amazed!" —Sara

Kidney Cancer, Tumor In The Lungs
MLS Supplements has stopped the growth of the metastatic renal cancer that is
stage 4 and has shrunk the size of the tumors in my lungs and liver. Therefore they
want to know if it works on the Corona virus and he thinks this product is the answer.

Bladder Cancer Completely Gone After 2
Months
Bladder cancer completely gone after 2 months (the docs had been ready to remove
the bladder).

I Have No Cancer Anymore In My Bladder
Mark, I would like to inform you that the lab results showed I have no cancer
anymore in my bladder.
Cheers, Bert

Cancers Gone
My family still makes and takes MLS Supplements. We will not change. So far 3 of
my family members went to the doctors and their machines said the cancers are
completely gone. What a blessing you have given. Cancer behind my mom’s eyes
— Gone. Lymph node cancer under the armpits of my mom — Gone. Lung cancer
of my ex-wife — Gone. My cousin’s father-in-law was bedridden and doctor gave
him a month to live. He took MLS Supplements and now is hiking trails and up small
mountains. We administered it according to the protocols. We used the doctors in
that we went through the process of the doctors all along waiting for the scans to tell
us what we knew, but needed clinical proof that it was gone. Doctors don’t
understand what happened. We just say, “We changed their diet.” —D.M.

My Family And I Use MLS Supplements
Everyday
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My family and I use MLS Supplements everyday ,even my 16 year old dog gets it in
her water daily... it is the all time best medicine that anyone could ever need. (I take
it for cancer ) ❤

Cured Of Cancer
Name: Robert
Good morning, Thank you for all your efforts to help humanity. I live in the USA in
Chicago and I am considering signing on as a health minister. I have been telling
people about MLS Supplements for years especially, after a loved one was cured of
cancer from using it three years ago.

Uterine And Ovarian Cancer
Name: anonymous
“I thought you would like to know that I have cured myself of uterine and ovarian
cancer with MLS Supplements. One year ago I was diagnosed with stage 4
malignant melanoma (Skin Cancer spread to my lymph nodes). I had an ultrasound
in June of this year. The Dr. said I had a tumor on my right ovary and my uterus
showed signs of cancer. The Dr. said I would have to have a hysterectomy. We
decided to repeat the ultrasound in 1 month and do a biopsy and schedule the
surgery after the results of the second ultrasound. In July I did a course of MLS
Supplements lasting about 3 weeks. I also found I would get less nausea if I ate a
half hour before taking MLS Supplements. I just got the results of the repeat
ultrasound. The ovarian tumor is gone completely and my uterus is normal and
healthy, The Dr. said he doesn't know why but I no longer need surgery or a biopsy.
Everything is normal and healthy! Sincerely,

I Take It For Cancer
Name: davis
MLS Supplements is the best medicine I have ever used......I take it for cancer ....we
saved our cats life with it and my dog has taken it everyday for the last 2 years ,she
is 16 years old ...... I only take MLS Supplements no other medications or chemo or
radiation or surgery. I feel great everyday . That nasa guy was absolutely lying about
MLS Supplements, follow the directions and try to eat healthy and you will not have
any problems....God Bless for helping so many people. I have viewed hundreds of
testimonies of people that have cured many diseases With MLS Supplements and I
will never go without it ❤

Cancer Improving Back To No Pain
Name: Jessica
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Sacraments - I have 4 people trying it. so far very good. They have been on it for a
week, 2 men had ringing in the ears. It is subsiding noticeably. One woman has
stage 4 cancer with 6 months to live. She is improving back to no pain & doing her
normal things again. She refused chemo & radiation. She has an aggressive rare
cancer, that does not respond to chemo, but the doc told her if she does not take
chemo she will die. Does not make sense. She is improving. We will keep you
updated.

Prostate Cancer With A 1.5cm Tumor
Name: John Bastian
In 1997 I was diagnosed with a Gleason 7 prostate cancer having a 1.5cm
tumor. My healing modalities at the time did not include mainstream medicine but
was expensive. For the last 6 years my AMAS tests were negative. July this year my
AMAS test had a Net Tag of 158 which was elevated cancer; on Aug. 2 the Net Tag
was 181 and finally on Sept. 21, 2011 my Net Tag was reduced to 81 which is very
low and well in the normal range.? I used MLS Supplements1 and MLS
Supplements2 protocols with MLS Supplements enemas. What cost me last time
over $50,000 I did this time for $50.-. I am ever so grateful for your work, facing
challenges with tenacity and bringing a better and better understanding to how MLS
Supplements works. On your old program I got rid of a stubborn case of candida
[yes, us men have that too] where for 10 years I tried everything, and nothing
worked until I took MLS Supplements for 3 weeks and the follow-up tests had me
clear. I had a hard time taking the MLS Supplements the old way and was delighted
to be able to take it in capsules now.? I encourage anyone with a serious disease to
study MLS Supplements; it helped me two times so far. I will now stay on a
maintenance protocol.

The Doctor There Wanted To Remove The
Prostate
Name: Truman McKillip
“Hello, I am a 72 year old male who was diagnosed with prostate cancer last Aug
10,2012 by biopsy in Costa Rica. The Doctor there wanted to remove the prostate, I
declined. When I returned to home in USA Dr. here wanted to start radiation
treatment which I again declined, planning to do herbal treatment and to spend
winter in another part of USA. Dr. said okay we can wait and see (watchful waiting).
My PSA level was 10.2 in Aug, I had it rechecked in Oct. it was 9.8 It seemed to be
going in the right direction with herbs. Dr. in Costa Rick prescribed Proscar and Dr.
in USA prescribed Flomax which I took until January 2013. I contacted a Dr. in
Springfield Mo. who wanted the slides from Costa Rica. When I got them and took
them to him, he said they were not good enough to determine if I in fact had
Prostate Cancer. I submitted to another biopsy,(not fun) results came back still
cancer there although on the Gerson scale it had dropped from total of 6 to 5. He
wanted to remove prostate I again said not yet I want to do some herbal things to try
and defeat the cancer. He said okay it is your life, but it won't help, but he agreed to
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watchful waiting again. I was informed about MLS Supplements in January. I began
the MLS Supplements1 on the old protocol of one drop activated first hour then
upped it one drop per hour until I was up to 9 drops, I had not experienced any
problem. Next morning I took 10 drops, waited 30 min. to eat breakfast, then 30 min.
later took 11 drops. In very short time I could not get to bathroom fast enough, I
upchucked everything I had eaten and had diarrhea. I had to drop back to 4 drops to
keep from having diarrhea. After the first week I added the MLS Supplements2
every other hour for the 10 hrs. starting with 1/4 capsule for one day then 1/2 for
next day then third day one full 00 capsule. I was able to ramp up the MLS
Supplements1 to 8 drops per hour for 10 hours/day. I continued the treatment for full
6 weeks, after returning home from Missouri I had blood drawn and sent to lab for
analysis and it came back normal (cancer free). I have had PSA test done in July
2013 and it was 8.4 which is going in right direction. I have much better urine flow
than before and less nighttime trips to bathroom. After I had been on MLS
Supplements for two weeks, I dropped off the Flomax and have not had a return of
difficulty in urinating”. Note: “I had also been of HBP medication for about 16 years
to control blood pressure. I have been off this medication for over two month and
pressure is normal (120/62 pulse 64). I am currently on no prescription medication
and feel as long as I have MLS Supplements I will no longer be dependent on
pharmaceutical drugs.

Stage 4 Cancer Recovered
Name: Dominika Waloszková
MLS Supplements is miracle drug. My father recovered from the fourth stage of
cancer.

Colon Cancer And A Severe Candida Problem
Name: Mel Smythe
I began the protocol during the last week of October and made it all the way to the
15 drops twice per day, and now I have settled back on a dose of 6 drops once each
day. At 4 drops I was so nauseous that I brought up everything in my tummy and
also had one day of diarrhea – but after this I felt much, much better.I am a woman
of 74 years of age who has had colon cancer and a severe Candida problem for
many years. I had tried to get rid of this for many years. Well, the MLS Supplements
solution got rid of it and now I feel better than I have for at least 20 years! My
circulation in my legs and feet have returned – I think that may have been from all
the fungus within my body. I am very happy to say that this MLS Supplements
product seems safe and if you do what the protocol says, results will come. I will try
to help others where I live in Canada as I bought six bottles – the biggest problem is
getting people to believe it works. I will just keep on trying! Blessings…Mel

The Doctors/Surgeons Said It Was A Miracle Uterine Cancer
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Name: Sarah
Uterine Cancer Sarah,I was told 4 weeks ago my mother had month’s to live with
stage 4 Uterine cancer. I had no options the chemo they said would be only salvage
chemo. So I looked to the internet and we came across your product. 4 doctors told
me that my Mom was a gonna and its just a matter of time. After taking MLS
Supplements1 and MLS Supplements2 for almost a month the blood tests were
redone today and the cancer has almost gone from my mom’s body! The doctors/
surgeons said it was a miracle and did not know how to respond. They were
amazed!!!!!! MLS Supplements is a godsend …. I had my doubts but it’s true it really
is a cancer killer….

Cancer Gone. Thank You!
My family still makes and takes your 28%. We will not change. So far 3 of my family
members went to the doctors and their machines said the cancers are completely
gone. What a blessing you have given.
Cancer behind my mom’s eyes—Gone.
Lymphnode cancer under the armpits of my mom—Gone.
Lung cancer of my ex-wife—Gone.
My cousin’s father-in-law was bed ridden and doctor gave him a month to live. He
took MLS Supplements and now is hiking trails and up small mountains.
We administered it according to the protocols. We used the doctors in that we went
through the process of the doctors all along waiting for the scans to tell us what we
knew, but needed clinical proof that it was gone. Doctor's don't understand what
happened. We just say, "We changed their diet." --DM

Cancer - Saw My Heart Dr. Today And Great
News
Name: Tommy
I saw my heart Dr. Today and great news. He said normal test for my age is 50 and
I'm a 70. I asked if I would live for another 20 years and he said yes, heart is great
no more murder no more heart disease . It got better with u, thanks. I did cancer
blood test and my PSA was over 900 now a 140. 4.0 is normal. And the bone cancer
went down about 200 points. This is a great start. I still have no pain . NO PAIN.
Thanks again. Tommy
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